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If you decide to 
sign up 
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and you can provide 
us with aditional 
information 
(address book,...) 
and 
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we collect 
information in order 
to provide you the 
twitter survice (log 
data, functional 
cookies, mobile id) 



we share information 
with third parties for 
research purposes

WELCOME



MORE INFO

e.g. on commerce 
services, tweet 
privacy

SKIP FURTHER



IT’S UP TO YOU

COOKIES

We want to use cookies

To help us improve and understand how 
people use our services, including Twitter 
buttons and widgets, Twitter Ads and Google 
Analytics

To customize our services with more relevant 
content, like tailored trends, stories, ads, 
and suggestions for people to follow

To help us deliver ads, measure their 
performance, and make them more relevant 
to you based on criteria like your activity on 
Twitter and visits to our ad partners' 
websites



IT’S UP TO YOU

LOCATION

Location Information:�Enabling location 
services allows you to selectively add 
location information to your Tweets.
If you decide to opt-in to use these location 
services, Twitter will be able to:
 • Attach your specific location (latitude 
and longitude) to your Tweet when you are 
using Twitter for Android, Twitter for iOS or 
other mobile applications 
 • Attach a place (such as a city or 
neighborhood) to your Tweet if you are using 
twitter.com on the web
 • If you have attached a specific 
location to a Tweet, those specific 
coordinates will still be attached to and 
available with the Tweet. 



IT’S UP TO YOU

ADVERTISEING

1) Information we collect

- Messages you Tweet and the metadata 
provided with Tweets, such as when and where 
you Tweeted, but also
- Lists you create
- People you follow
- Favorites
- Retweets
- Location information
- Links you click on Twitter, on e-mails you 
receive from Twitter, from 3d parties and client 
applications

You can’t opt out of this setting

2) Information that third parties and corporate 
affiliates provide us

- Brower cookie id,
- Websites you visited
- Mobile device id,
- Cryptographic hash of a common account 
identifier



IT’S UP TO YOU

DISCOVERABILITY

let others find me by my email address



YOUR SETTING

@Floredc

ACCOUNTS OK

GENERAL

MORE

SERVICES

Flore de Crombrugghe

graphic design student

Brussels

floredecrombrugghe.com
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